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Id Website address 
Misinformation 

score 
Description 

1 http://www.6luckynumbers.com very misleading A webpage that provides you with "lucky numbers" on the basis of your birthday. 

2 
http://www.alllotto.com/ 

lotto-numerology.php  
very misleading 

A webpage with past lottery results titled Numerological Ticket Generator that promotes magical thinking. 

3 http://www.bannedsystems.co.uk very misleading 

One more conspiracy theory webpage about secret books with secret lottery strategies. It promotes the 

usage of magical thinking. According to strategy, there is a secret knowledge or formula that the author 

could share. 

4 http://www.bealotterywinner.com rather misleading A mathematician sells lottery books and software. Fraud. The strategy employes so-called lottery wheeling. 

5 http://www.beatlottery.net very misleading 
A webpage selling "best performing winning combinations ever" based on a history of lottery drawings 

analysis. Secret knowledge promised. 

6 http://www.cranberrycountrystore.com partly reliable 
The author sells "advanced data" that are the result of lottery past analysis. Secret knowledge waits to be 

revealed. 

7 http://www.dailypick3wins.com very misleading 

Conspiracy theory: author sells memberships in a group of people who possess knowledge about number 

picking. The powerful organization shares the knowledge for a small initial membership payment. After that, 

a secret mathematically unsound formula for a nonexisting lottery will be revealed. Complete absurd. 

8 
http://www.darahasa.ca/ 

lotus-lucky-lotto.shtml 
partly reliable 

A webpage that generates your "lucky numbers" with the help of Buddha. Pure promotion of magic. 

9 
http://www.euromillions-lotteries.com/ 

number-generator 
very misleading 

This webpage promotes random number generation mixed with the exclusion of recently drawn numbers. 

http://www.6luckynumbers.com/
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10 http://www.formula1lottosystem.com/ very misleading 

Software that increases gambling speed via printing directly on the lottery ticket. A fleshy one-page with a 

promotion of a lottery analyser - software developed by an anonymous "MIT professor". Analysis of past 

drawings and magic formulas. 

11 http://www.fortunenumbers.com partly reliable 
This webpage provides you with "lucky numbers" on the basis of numerology. The webpage contains a 

random number generator, in case you need one. 

12 http://www.goodlucktrips.com very misleading 
This website invites the user to click on the picture they like the most. This reveals a number on which they 

should bet. Also, a gateway to another webpage with strategy and software - winslips.com 

13 http://www.greenshed.ca rather misleading This webpages generates random or "lucky" numbers for many types of lottery. Uses magical thinking. 

14 http://www.heresluck.com very misleading Promotion of the "luckiest" store in Australia. 

15 http://www.howwinlottery.com rather misleading 
With no explicit advice on how to play, this webpage offers lucky number generator for any lottery. Uses 

magical thinking. 

16 http://www.iwinthelottery.net rather misleading Poorly designed website with a magic formula based on the authority of a "scientist". 

17 http://www.lazyjetcat.com very misleading 
This webpage mainly sells data and techniques for historical analysis of lottery data. Subscription pricing, 

though a number generator is free. 

18 http://www.lottery-analyst.com/ very misleading 

A webpage with software. To confuse the reader and establish credibility this website uses difficult, 

scientific terms, such as "neural networks" and "advanced combination logic". They probably meant 

combinational logic (if they actually meant anything). The strategy is based on the analysis of past drawings. 

19 http://www.lotterybunny.com very misleading 
The strategy employes so-called lottery wheeling mixed with numerology. It states that there is a connection 

between your Name, your Birthdate, your Life Path and the Date of Actual Lotto Draw. 

http://www.formula1lottosystem.com/
http://www.fortunenumbers.com/
http://www.goodlucktrips.com/
http://www.greenshed.ca/
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http://www.lottery-analyst.com/
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20 http://www.lotterycharms.com partly reliable 

A catalog of lottery books and lottery charms. Uses magical thinking and illusion of control to sell. Our IP 

was banned after the first email about the fact that we are doing some research and want to know more 

about the webpage popularity. Promoting lottodreamebook.com and vice versa. 

21 http://www.lotterycheckmate.com/ very misleading Promotion of lottery software that analyses drawing history and uses lottery wheeling.  

22 http://www.lotterydominator.com very misleading 

Strategy and a magic formula from a famous "winner" who buys a lot of tickets and consequently has won 

several times, although some of his "jackpots" are even below $100,000. It is unknown which share of 

winnings was spent on the lottery once again. The author takes pictures with celebrities, trying to convince 

that the lottery is not random, offering money back and of course magic winning predictive formula. The 

author could be an actual believer but in any case, it is a fraud. The strategy is based on the analysis of past 

drawings 

23 http://www.lotteryguy1.blogspot.com very misleading 
A mix of lottery wheeling and lottery historical data analysis. The webpage examines player game's past 

draw history and uses illusion of control. 

24 http://www.lotteryhelp.com very misleading 
Another conspiracy: a "group of mathematicians" offers "significant improvements" in lottery winnings 

using their lottery history data analysis software.  

25 
http://www.lotterynumber-

generator.com 
reliable 

Random number generator, because apparently using random numbers gives the best chance. Heavily 

based on illusion of control. 

26 
http://www.lotterynumbergenerator.ne

t 
rather misleading 

This strategy employes so-called lottery wheeling, mixed with numerology and lucky numbers. It provides a 

random number generator. 

27 http://www.lotterypoolmanager.com generally reliable 
The webpage is focused on the creation and management of a lottery pool; it helps check selected numbers 

against winning numbers. 

28 
http://www.lottery-results-info.com/ 

lottery-strategy.html 
very misleading 

A mix of lottery results data and several strategies based on historical lottery data analysis. Appeal to an 

illusion of control and misunderstanding of statistics (mutually independent events in particular).  

http://www.lotterycharms.com/
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29 
http://www.lotterystatisticanalyser.co

m/ 
very misleading 

This website intimidates the reader with the use of pseudo-scientific jargon. The authors claim that past 

data analysis performed with their software may improve the odds. Uses so-called lottery wheeling. 

30 http://www.lotterywheels.com rather misleading 
Software that increases gambling speed via printing directly on the lottery ticket. Very old webpage with 

software for lottery wheeling. 

31 http://www.lotterywinningformula.com very misleading The webpage promotes lottery software with the analysis of past drawings only for members. 

32 
http://www.lotto.software.informer.co

m 
very misleading 

Collection of 87 programs for lottery play - from  historical lottery data analysis, via wheeling, to random 

number generators.  

33 http://www.lotto-007.com very misleading 
This webpage sells software that is actually an Excel spreadsheet enabling wheeling based on historical 

lottery data.  

34 http://www.lotto649stats.com partly reliable A website with a lot of strategies: a mix of lottery wheeling, past lottery drawings analysis. 

35 http://www.lottocrawler.com partly reliable 
A webpage with testimonials and analysis of past scratch winners, promises to be helpful in determining 

the best scratch-off lottery to play. 

36 
http://www.lotto-

destroyer.org/exit.html 
very misleading 

A combination of analysis of past drawings with a magic formula will help you to win. This system works in 

the following way: it combines the popular and unpopular numbers with your favourite or lucky numbers, 

blindfolds you and asks you to aim at the jackpot! 

37 

http://www.lottofactor.com/script/ 

showpage/1001151/h/lotto_analysis.ht

ml 

very misleading 

A real mix of lottery pool number analysis, result checker and even lottery wheeling, with some secret 

formulas on top. 

38 
http://www.lottohitter.com/snapshot/ 

number_analyzer.html 
very misleading 

This webpage promotes lottery software enabling analysis of past drawings (aimed at elimination of unlikely 

numbers) and ticket checker. The software is available for members only.  

http://www.lotterystatisticanalyser.com/
http://www.lotterystatisticanalyser.com/
http://www.lotterywheels.com/
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http://www.lotto-007.com/
http://www.lotto649stats.com/
http://www.lottocrawler.com/
http://www.lotto-destroyer.org/exit.html
http://www.lotto-destroyer.org/exit.html
http://www.lottofactor.com/script/showpage/1001151/h/lotto_analysis.html
http://www.lottofactor.com/script/showpage/1001151/h/lotto_analysis.html
http://www.lottofactor.com/script/showpage/1001151/h/lotto_analysis.html
http://www.lottohitter.com/snapshot/number_analyzer.html
http://www.lottohitter.com/snapshot/number_analyzer.html
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39 http://www.lottohome.com rather misleading 

A webpage offering no explicit advice on how to play but providing a lot of information about historical 

lottery data analysis which is misleading. The strategy is based on the analysis of past drawings, employing 

misunderstanding of statistics and mutually independent events in particular. 

40 http://www.lottomagiconline.com rather misleading A webpage with a lottery software turned into a "saving club", which is a fraud that will steal your money.  

41 http://www.lottomania.ch rather misleading 
A webpage with software that analyses lottery drawings and combines it with lottery wheeling. The 

webpage mostly provides statistical software for analysis. 

42 http://www.lottomania2000.net/ very misleading 

Software with ability to print chosen number on tickets, to check users' chosen numbers against lottery past 

results, "analyse" history and combine it with lottery wheeling. According to the strategy, there is a secret 

knowledge or formula that the author could share. 

43 http://www.lottomatic.info/ rather misleading 

This website offers a number of useless tables and graphs of historical data for several games. It is quite 

frank about its "Winnings numbers system": "…the numbers you generate on this page are metaphorically 

called "winning numbers". In reality, these are just computer-generated random numbers." 

44 http://www.lottometrix.com very misleading Secret "mathematical" formula for huge winnings. Fraud. Based on past drawings. 

45 http://www.lottopc.com very misleading A mix of pseudo-math and historical lottery data analysis. Uses illusion of control.  

46 http://www.lottopick3.com very misleading 
A webpage promoting software that automatically updates past results and analyses them to provide three 

lucky numbers. A fraud. Uses lottery wheeling. 

47 http://www.lottorun.com partly reliable 
Another misleading tool for historical lottery data analysis and random number generator. According to 

strategy, there is a secret knowledge or formula that the author could share. 

48 http://www.lottosoftware.com very misleading The author calls lottery "investment'. He sells lottery software, that could increase the speed of gambling 

because it could check lottery results online. Furthermore, software may be used to print chosen numbers 

http://www.lottohome.com/
http://www.lottomagiconline.com/
http://www.lottomania.ch/
http://www.lottomania2000.net/
http://www.lottomatic.info/
http://www.lottometrix.com/
http://www.lottopc.com/
http://www.lottopick3.com/
http://www.lottorun.com/
http://www.lottosoftware.com/
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into the ticket. Additionally, strategy promotes syndicate play, the analysis of past drawings and lottery 

wheeling. 

49 
http://www.lottoticketsonline.com/ 

category/lottery-strategies/ 
very misleading 

An old blog about lottery results and many different "strategies". Promotes misunderstanding of statistics 

and mutually independent events in particular. The strategy is based on the analysis of past drawings and 

also uses so-called lottery wheeling. 

50 http://www.lottotrix.com/ very misleading 

This source speaks of "sequential" wheeling, which does not seem to be different from standard wheeling. 

The only thing "sequential" about it is the following: the author emphasizes that the wheel guarantees that 

any pair from among the selected set of numbers is included in one of the tickets to be purchased. For 

example, when playing with 10 numbers, any pair among these two will be represented in one of the tickets. 

As a result, as long as the numbers drawn are among the 10, the user always still has a chance for jackpot 

after the first two balls are drawn. In other words, as the sequence of balls drawn unveils, the user needs 

to be lucky only starting with ball #3. 

51 http://www.lottotutor.com partly reliable 

This website seems to mostly serve as a place to sell tickets online. There is a forum. It does a good job of 

discouraging betting on birthdays (and for the right reasons -- because you will have to share the jackpot 

with more winners. It also provides truthful information about physical characteristics of the balls (and that 

they cannot help predict which numbers will be drawn). On the minus side, it speaks of "predicting" and 

offers a link to a much less trustworthy website.  

52 http://www.lottowhiz.com very misleading 
An old flashy webpage promoting software enabling wheeling, data "analysis", and printing directly on the 

lottery ticket and ticket checker.  

53 http://www.lotwin.com very misleading 

Lottery software that could increase the speed of gambling using lottery results download and ticket 

printing together with syndicate play. The strategy is based on the analysis of past drawings. It's the only 

lottery software that gives you complete control over your lotto entries. Or so it says.  

54 http://www.magayo.com very misleading 

Another website advertising software with many options that supposedly can help predict winning 

numbers. This one goes to a great length providing various fake testimonies and certificates. The strategy is 

based on the analysis of past drawings; uses so-called lottery wheeling. 

http://www.lottoticketsonline.com/category/lottery-strategies/
http://www.lottoticketsonline.com/category/lottery-strategies/
http://www.lottotrix.com/
http://www.lottotutor.com/
http://www.lottowhiz.com/
http://www.lotwin.com/
http://www.magayo.com/
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55 http://www.millennium2k.com very misleading 
The most flashy design we have ever seen on lottery webpages. Promotes lottery software that analyses 

lottery historical data.  

56 http://www.mylotto-app.com very misleading 

While it boasts about its "best code generator in the world", it is it not clear what code is actually generated. 

It is a number generation software that works using user-defined rules like the number of odd and even 

numbers in the output. The strategy has 19 own mobile apps having more than 100 installations each. Based 

on illusion of control and misunderstanding of statistics.  

57 http://www.number49s.co.uk rather misleading A webpage with misleading information, hot and cold balls and latest results.  

58 
http://www.oz-lotto.com/statistics/ 

powerball-lotto/number-all.php 
very misleading 

This webpage offers ticket checker, lottery historical data and analysis of this data. The webpage is 

supposedly developed by a team of highly skilled experts, for people who have an interest in lottery statistics 

and probability. 

59 http://www.pharosgaming.com partly reliable 
This website provides a chart of the frequency of specific numbers in the past, alhtough it does not make 

any suggestion that these will be helpful in predicting the next drawing. 

60 http://www.pick34.com very misleading A mix of everything - wheeling, software, books about the lottery, and magical secret formulas. 

61 http://www.pick3lottosystem.com very misleading A webpage with pick3 software that analyses lottery historical data. Several testimonials included. 

62 http://www.pick3mastery.com very misleading 
Many different systems in one place, focused on Pick 3. Misleading information on how looking at the past 

and searching for secret formulas is supposed to help.  

63 http://www.powerfall.com rather misleading 
A webpage promoting lottery software that analyses past drawings, print and checks tickets and promises 

money back if you're not satisfied.  

64 http://www.psychicjackpot.com very misleading An interesting case - a mix of software and magic. Promises to develop psychic abilities with software (?) 

http://www.millennium2k.com/
http://www.mylotto-app.com/
http://www.number49s.co.uk/
http://www.oz-lotto.com/statistics/powerball-lotto/number-all.php
http://www.oz-lotto.com/statistics/powerball-lotto/number-all.php
http://www.pharosgaming.com/
http://www.pick34.com/
http://www.pick3lottosystem.com/
http://www.pick3mastery.com/
http://www.powerfall.com/
http://www.psychicjackpot.com/
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65 
http://www.randomnumbergenerator.c

om 
partly reliable 

A website that tries to prove mathematically that the best strategy is to use a random number generator. 

Minor mathematical mistakes lead to an absurd result that player should win at least once per year. 

66 http://www.saliu.com rather misleading 

An old and poorly designed webpage with pseudo-philosophical writings. It encourages analyzing history, 

especially looking at "skips", that is, how many drawings passed since that particular number was drawn, 

which, of course, is irrelevant. 

67 http://www.samlotto.com rather misleading 
The website is full of capitalized words on how this BEST system will help you PREDICT the drawings, rather 

than rely on pure luck. A pity they can't deliver. At the very least supposedly it is SECURE, with NO VIRUSES. 

68 http://www.satoripublishing.com/LS/ very misleading 

Software that increases gambling speed via printing directly to a lottery ticket and to check users' chosen 

numbers against lottery past results. This website combines scientific jargon with a vocabulary associated 

with magic. Thus the audience is invited to use "Lotto Sorcerer's Wheel Conjuror" etc. The main claim is that 

lottery results are not truly random, so betting on the often drawn numbers may be profitable. 

69 
http://www.smartluck.com/ 

lotto-software.htm 
very misleading 

Another famous lottery "winner" with apparently fake testimonials and winners' photos. A spectacular 

choice of overpriced packages of software performing meaningless operations.  

70 http://www.sociallottopool.com partly reliable 
Another lottery pool creation and management webpage.It states that buying lottery tickets in pools 

increases your odds! 

71 
http://www.steveplayer.com/products/ 

?class0=Pick-3 
very misleading 

A webpage selling many versions of software, mainly involving lottery data analysis.  

72 http://www.texaslotterylive.com partly reliable "Smart picks" based on lottery drawings history. 

73 http://www.the-horoscope.com partly reliable A webpage with horoscopes. Promotes TheLotter.com 

74 http://www.thelottolife.com rather misleading 
Software that can let you print directly on lottery tickets and check if you have won. An astonishing number 

of picture of luxury cars etc. that the system's user could supposedly enjoy. The author, Ken Silver, claims 

to have made thousands of winners over the past 27 years, which is "proved" by several testimonials 

http://www.randomnumbergenerator.com/
http://www.randomnumbergenerator.com/
http://www.saliu.com/
http://www.samlotto.com/
http://www.satoripublishing.com/LS/
http://www.smartluck.com/lotto-software.htm
http://www.smartluck.com/lotto-software.htm
http://www.sociallottopool.com/
http://www.steveplayer.com/products/?class0=Pick-3
http://www.steveplayer.com/products/?class0=Pick-3
http://www.texaslotterylive.com/
http://www.the-horoscope.com/
http://www.thelottolife.com/
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revealing the first name of the alleged winner only. The system only involves seven simple steps, but we do 

not get to know anything about them before paying $39.95. 

75 
http://www.timersoft.com/ 

what-is-lotto-logic-pro/whats-new/ 
very misleading 

This webpage promotes software which supposedly can help predict lottery results based on the past. You 

can also check if you have won. Contains testimonials with winnings. 

76 http://www.tiptopwebsite.com/lotto very misleading 

This old and flashy website with software provides very little details as to how the system it offers is 

supposed to work, except that it is "guaranteed" because it was developed at a university (we don't know 

which one though). Just pay $19,95 and you will find out everything. 

77 http://www.uk49slottoprediction.com very misleading A mix of lucky numbers and historical lottery data analysis. 

78 http://www.use4.com/lotto.html very misleading 

This website is an interesting case of clever manipulation. It purports that it is easier to guess the lotto 

numbers using "deltas" (differences between the consecutive numbers. For example, if the six numbers are 

12, 19, 24, 28, 37, 43, the deltas are 12, 7 (the difference between 19 and 12), 5, 4, 9 and 6. As the sum of 

the deltas cannot be larger than 49, they are typically quite small. The website suggests that it is, therefore, 

easier to guess the six (typically small) deltas than the six (possibly large) regular lotto numbers. This is a 

pure illusion, because: 1) unlike the original numbers, the deltas must be provided in exactly the right order, 

which makes it harder to get them right, 2) the deltas may have repetitions, which again increases the 

number of combinations. It may also be noted that if you get everything right, except your first, second or 

third delta, you likely win nothing (while you win a lot if you get five regular lotto numbers right). In the end, 

guessing using deltas is exactly as hard as using the standard way -- it must be so because there is exactly 

one set of lotto numbers corresponding to each sequence of deltas and likewise there is exactly one 

sequence of deltas corresponding to each set of regular lotto numbers. 

 

http://www.timersoft.com/what-is-lotto-logic-pro/whats-new/
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